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Oh wow Erin Hunter is getting good at making me physically emotional when reading her
books This book was so amazing Once again, I was satisfied to see that my favorite
character, Hollyleaf, had a good bit of screen time so to speak, in this book This book
actually made me cry, very sad but wonderfully written When reading it there were parts
that I just wanted to claw Bramblestar What a mouse brain The introduction of a new group
since the one we had seen in Tigerheart s Shadow was a nice addition I think, their family
dynamic was fun to delve into and I enjoyed every bit I like that we got some insight into
what exactly the new novella Tree s Roots might be about I was a bit disappointed that they
did not elaborate on a few characters deaths even if just for a sentence, but I m sure we ll
find out the reasons in later books I can t wait for the next book, I m sure it will be fantastic It
is rare for me to ever show physical emotion when reading a book, no matter the situation
The fact that I actually cried when reading the last few chapters of Squirrelflight s Hope
really speaks volumes to me about how Erin Hunter has continued to improve the dialogue
and interactions between characters This is going on my list of favorite special editions, it
was action packed, emotionally driven at times and it really made you want to root for
everything to turn out okay I d still like to give a couple of the leaders a cuff around the ear
this book really caught me off guard with how involved I would be with this story I felt as
though I was fighting every step alongside Squirrelflight, and if that kind of connection with a
character does not speak to how well a book is written, I m not sure what does Bravo to
Erin Hunter My favorite author since I was a kid, I ve loved every book so far and I can t
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An Epic Stand Alone Adventure In Erin Hunter S Nationally Bestselling Warriors Series Also
Includes An Exclusive Ten Page Warriors Manga AdventureIn This Super Edition, Set Just
After The Events Of A Vision Of Shadows, ThunderClan Deputy Squirrelflight Is Caught
Between Her Conscience And Her Clan Though All Five Clans Have Settled Into Equally
Divided Territories Around The Lake, Tensions Are Rising Over The New Borders And
When A Group Of Rogue Cats Move In Just Beyond Clan Boundaries, Drawing The Clans
Frustration, Squirrelflight Must Choose Between Her Duty As ThunderClan S Deputy And
Her Desire To Do What S RightJoin The Legion Of Fans Who Have Discovered The Epic
Adventures, Fierce Warrior Cats, And Thrilling Fantasy World Of The Mega Bestselling
Warriors Series This Stand Alone Entry Is Perfect For New Readers And Dedicated Fans
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